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ABSTRACT
Smartwatches support access to a wide range of private information
but little is known about the security and usability of existing
smartwatch screen lock mechanisms. Prior studies suggest that
smartwatch authentication via standard techniques such as 4-digit
PINs is challenging and error-prone. We conducted interviews to
shed light on current practices, revealing that smartwatch users
consider the ten-key keypad required for PIN entry to be hard to use
due to its small button sizes. To address this issue, we propose the
Personal Identification Chord (PIC), an authentication system based
on a four-button chorded keypad that enables users to enter ten
different inputs via taps to one or two larger buttons. Two studies
assessing usability and security of our technique indicate PICs lead
to increases in setup and (modestly) recall time, but can be entered
accurately while maintaining high recall rates and may improve
guessing entropy compared to PINs.
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INTRODUCTION

Smartwatches are rapidly developing into powerful standalone
computing devices integrating technologies such as voice assistants, electronic SIM cards, phone connections, the capability to
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Figure 1: PIC Unlock Screen. Top image (A) shows a PIC
unlock screen on a smartwatch running the interface from
study 3. PICs are a chorded input system composed of four
single-tap inputs achieved by selecting the keys labeled 1 to
4, and six dual-taps inputs achieved by selecting any pair of
these keys as shown in figures B through G. Dual-taps can be
entered with either two fingers (B, D, E, G) or a finger placed
flat over two keys (C, E).

make financial transactions [18] and advanced fitness monitoring.
They store, present and, through technologies such as Google’s
proximity-based Smart Lock [11], mediate access to a broad spectrum of personal information. However, recent literature suggests
that the diminutive input spaces on smartwatches may dissuade
users from securing their devices: usability studies of PIN entry
report optimal error rates of between 7.5% [25] and 11% [35], which
we argue is sufficient to represent a barrier to adoption. In addition,
smartwatch PIN entry interfaces suffer from further disincentives:
they typically need to be summoned with an explicit command
and then occupy the entire surface of a smartwatch – first further
adding to entry times, requiring users to pay careful attention to
the smartwatch face immediately after donning their smartwatches,
and then obstructing core device functions, such as viewing the
time. In this way, authentication techniques such as LG’s Knock
Code [30] that are designed to be used without a Graphical User
Interface (GUI), may be a better fit to the smartwatch form factor.
This paper argues that current smartwatch authentication techniques, such as PIN, are a relatively poor fit for the combination of

